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1

Introduction

Nineteen months into the Bloomen project, ANTENNA, as the WebTV use case
leader, launched in February 2019 the first pilot of the Bloomen WebTV. After
progressing from the use case description as presented in D2.1, to setting up the
requirements analysis in D2.2, collaborative work from all partners of the Bloomen
project but more specifically ICCS, Worldline and ATC, lead to the 1st iteration of the
Bloomen WebTV solution.
The overall approach for the 1st pilot was to set up and provide access to key
modules, as pure demonstrators, to a specific group of test users, who were defined
as people ranging from various backgrounds, but mainly had operational
involvement with TV and WebTV technologies, so as to maximize the amount of
useful feedback from key stakeholders. These valuable insights were not only
expected for testing the software but also to enhance the thinking-process for
designing the functionality, as well as to assess the impact that such a solution
would have in the market.
Additionally, the advantages of blockchain technology have enabled the WebTV Use
Case provider to expand the pilot’s reach beyond the market actors (content
providers and users), more specifically to the tax authorities in Cyprus, due to a
specialized tax component incorporated into the pilot, so as to demonstrate the
benefits of the smart contracts’ technology at a governmental level.
For the purposes of communicating the pilot scope, what problems are being
addressed, what the benefits of the technology are, what functionality is
incorporated and finally what are some key takeaways from this initiative, a press
release was created by ANTENNA, as part of a specific methodology (see section 3)
chosen to define an MVP, and it is available in the section 3.3.
Finally, in this document, the planning for the next steps and the overall
advancement of the WebTV Use Case is being described in a way that it will both fit
the requirements of the Bloomen project but also how functionality will be increased
so as to provide a framework that could be frictionlessly adopted by an external
party.
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2

Preliminary Overview

This section is a short overview of the work that has been done prior to starting to
develop the specifications of the Bloomen pilots. In particular, the focus of the
consortium during the first year of the Bloomen project, was to set the business and
technological foundations for the three core use cases: Photo, Music & WebTV.

2.1 Wording and expressions
ANTENNA, as the lead organization behind the WebTV Use Case of the Bloomen
project, has maintained the “Bloomen WebTV” wording for the specific use case
progression, although it came with its obstacles. WebTV, as a term, neither fits the
traditional TV definition, nor it has the same characteristics of a purely usergenerated content that fits the likes of YouTube or Instagram TV. Further to that, it
also does not incorporate standardized specifications in regards to the content itself
or the provision of it through the various possible mechanisms.
For the purposes of the Bloomen project but also the WebTV pilot specifically, the
approach was to describe and facilitate processes that are, in their core, open and
broad, so they can serve as both standalone or integrated modules for the public to
incorporate or conduct further research and development upon them.

2.2 Relevant work leading to the pilot
All three Bloomen pilots for music, photos and videos have been planned and
gradually developed since the start of the Bloomen project in late 2017. While this
particular deliverable covers the Bloomen WebTV use case, the project as a whole
aims to collaborate regarding features and modules where possible.
In D2.1 the project further defined a range of technology elements and platforms
which are - as far as possible - to be shared by all three use cases. This relates to a
total of 12 defined technologies, as listed in the deliverable. Further, in D2.1 but also
as refined in D2.2, we provided a scenario for the WebTV use case, including a
definition of actors in the use case. This list of actors has now become part of the
evaluation planning, e.g. by describing the range of potential testers we will seek.
While the core ideas and specifications were approved to be progressed upon by the
consortium, the use case has evolved in a way that it both enhanced its viability but
also improved the concept in a way that it would have made the solutions safer and
more secure. An example for this is when it was decided that a permissioned
environment would ultimately be chosen for the WebTV pilot, instead of a public one.
This has made a certain activities such as “users mining” needless but at the same
time, it enriched the core functionalities altogether, as the Use Case has not only
maintained the B2C and B2B features, but went one step ahead by creating a
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solution where anyone (with the right permissions) can be a “B” and anyone can be a
“C”, making it a truly peer-to-peer economic instance.
2.2.1 Defining CSFs and KPIs
D2.1 and D2.2 have not only provided a first use case description but also KPIs (Key
Performance Indicators) and CSFs (Critical Success Factors).
Excerpt from D2.1:



Firstly, Critical Success Factors (CSFs) describe, from a qualitative point of view,
the success of the Bloomen platform and the use cases service offerings.
Secondly, a series of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) has been defined which
addresses the CSFs in a more quantitative way and provide a reference to
validate technical performance and/or potential business success.

To be more specific, in terms of the first iteration of the pilot, the following KPIs,
which were also mentioned during the interim review, will be set:
 Have at least 8 media industry experts as users giving feedback to the
solution
 Have at least 5 enthusiasts from the media/blockchain community to test and
give feedback to the solution
 Manage to involve government officials to the pilot
 More than 50% of the users are happy with the user experience
 Less than 20% of the users face bugs in the system
2.2.2 Conceptual View of Bloomen Use Cases
As a next step Bloomen defined the use cases from a conceptual viewpoint - e.g.
how different needs and features need to be present in the use cases.

Figure 1: Conceptual Overview

At the beginning of the project, all three use cases collaborated and defined an easy
to understand overview of the main stages of development in a “one-page”
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document. This overview described three distinct development levels. The one-page
plan for Bloomen WebTV is shown below.

Figure 2: One-page pilot overview
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2.3 Review recommendations
For the planning of the pilots and evaluation we took note of the recommendations
from the technical review in 2018 and the mid-term review in 2019.
Technical review (2018):
The recommendations from the technical review in 2018 were extensively addressed
both during the evolvement of the project and during the preparation of the D1.3.
Mid-term review 2019:
During the mid-term review, reviewers raised some important points about the
progression of the project that need to be addressed.
1. a proper assessment of the decentralisation of the proposed solutions: the
project “sells” a lot on the idea of the benefits of decentralised blockchains,
but then several centralisation points have been introduced. A clear example
is the “gate-keeper” that seems to be a necessary component of the Bloomen
framework.
For the WebTV Use Case in particular, while it had been initially described that
an open blockchain could be used, the consortium realized that a publicpermissioned blockchain in the likes of Alastria/Quorum would be the most
appropriate for a number of reasons. First and foremost, in a public blockchain
everyone can have access and this is not appropriate for a WebTV environment,
where copyrighted content is transacted between peers. The reason is that in
such a case, anyone could pretend to be a copyright owner, for content that
they might not own. Furthermore, without KYC (Know Your Customer), there is
the danger of users offering content that is illegal, without the possibility of the
consortium finding out who is behind a public address, and that would be a
huge liability. At the same time, by maintaining a blockchain with permissions,
decentralization is still achieved due to the fact that intermediaries could still
be eliminated. So given the advantages and disadvantages of every use case, a
certain extent of decentralized features can be sacrificed for the sake of
security and privacy.
2. engagement of stakeholders/users. Plans are in place, but none seems to be
finalised. This might be a risk, also considering that validation/assessment of
the project is strongly based on users’ feedback and behaviour. A back-up
plan, describing alternative approaches to the recruitment of unbiased set of
users is needed.
Feedback from users and stakeholders is indispensable for the WebTV Pilot
because ultimately, the solution being proposed is aimed for mass usage and
targets all actors of the streaming industry. Due to the nature of the WebTV use
case, the risk of not recruiting enough unbiased users is very low, because it
does not involve integrations with complex systems or requiring sharing of
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personal or proprietary data. Additionally, industry experts which are affiliated
with ANTENNA are readily available to test the Bloomen WebTV solution at any
time. Finally, in terms of the next iterations of the pilot, ANTENNA will open
further access to the public, as well as provide stimulating content which will
surely drive further engagement from users.
3. an interesting overview of the state of the art has been presented in D6.6. For
each use case, a more detailed comparison with the three best alternative
proposals in the area is desirable. This exercise should be helpful in
highlighting the selling points of the Bloomen approach. Furthermore, it might
be worth considering few last generation blockchains, which might be
valuable for the Bloomen framework, including Cardano, Tezos, Algorand and
Avalanche. Based on proof of stake, they introduce better performances,
decentralisation, smart contract programmability and innovative revenue
models.
Breaker.io (Formerly SingularDTV)
Breaker is perhaps the most advanced solution in terms of video streaming and
decentralized DRM management. In October 2016, they collected $7m through
their ICO and in early 2019 they launched their platform which is currently
available for Windows and MacOS. The startup had initially put a lot of
emphasis on decentralization and transaction of copyrights through a
cryptocurrency but now their platform seems to primarily promote the use of
credit cards for purchasing/renting content, instead of their SNGLS ERC-20
token. The main difference with the Bloomen WebTV is that our platform is
available on every screen, as long as there is internet and a smartphone device
for the user to have complete ownership of their funds and be able to provide
authorization for playback. Additionally, Bloomen WebTV has proved more
transparency and fairness in transactions, as our demonstrator shows how the
smart contract distributes funds to different addresses based on certain
criteria (platform fee, copyright owner fee, VAT to tax authority). Lastly,
Bloomen WebTV provides much better anonymity as a cryptographic
handshake between a TV/PC and a mobile wallet (iOS/Android) is enough for
the blockchain to authorize content consumption.
Filmchain (Big Couch)
Filmchain is a startup backed by the Imperial College London and it’s primary
business activities are focused on the B2B environment of the film industry.
They claim that they can manage financial transactions in a fair and
transparent way, but there is not a lot of information shared by their website, so
it is not possible to make an accurate comparison. However, Big Couch has
also recently launched “Crewfunding”, which is a platform that can help artists
crowdfund their projects. This is a feature which is very interesting for the
global industry, as it helps not only productions, but also average people that
can act as investors in every project. This is a groundbreaking feature that can
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potentially open up a lot of opportunities, however within the current position of
Bloomen WebTV, this is not something that fits the scope of the use case so it
is not going to be implemented. The scope of the use case is primarily to set up
the foundations for features like that to be able to be provided as “add-ons” to
the open source platform.
Cinezen.io
Cinezen.io is a platform that is similar with Breaker.io, but instead it is available
on the web with a very nice integration with Metamask. The concept is that
users can login anonymously, which is similar in its provision of anonymity as
the Bloomen WebTV solution, and pay for content with Ethereum, which is one
of the most widely used cryptocurrencies today. The major difference of
Cinezen.io with both Breaker.io as well as Bloomen WebTV as it stands today,
is the fact that they already have a nice selection of high-quality content that
can be offered in their platform today. However, the platform is on Beta version
and while testing it, we have not managed to perform any transactions with it
so far. Bloomen WebTV is perfectly functioning in its first pilot iteration already
and it is planned to add functionality that Cinezen does not have, such as
integration with any video streaming website and functionality of giving “tips” to
content producers.
4. some key aspects are underdeveloped or underspecified. Examples are the
existence and role of smart contracts, reputation systems, currencies,
incentives and some architectural design. Improved definitions of these
aspects are expected since the forthcoming deliverables on use cases and
pilots.
The Bloomen WebTV use case incorporates a number of functionalities that are
available with blockchain technology. On the foundations of the platform,
transactions are performed and validated on the Alastria Network through the
use of smart contracts. These transactions use the Bloomen Coin (ERC-20
token) that the consortium created and this coin only lives in the permissioned
environment of the Alastria Network, meaning that it cannot be publicly traded
with fluctuations in its price, since it has been designed to be a stable
cryptocurrency that is based on the Euro. This means that for every 1 Bloomen
Coin available on the blockchain, 1 Euro should be kept in a bank account. Of
course, the infancy of the technology and the fact that Bloomen is a research
project, for the purposes of the pilot, no real money will be involved. Instead,
ANTENNA provides prepaid cards that can be redeemed for Bloomen Coins for
free, for content that ANTENNA holds full copyright.
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3

Pilot Scope

The overall target of the pilot is to incorporate business needs of the video
streaming industry, enhance the efficiency of operations by eliminating
intermediaries and added costs, introduce the advantages of using blockchain
technology to content producers and perhaps most importantly, listen to what
stakeholders and especially end-users have to say about the Bloomen WebTV
technology.

3.1 Minimum Viable Product
The projected outcome of the Bloomen pilot aims to get to an MVP, a minimum
viable product. 1
To define what is meant by this:
A minimum viable product (MVP) is a development technique in which a new
product or website is developed with sufficient features to satisfy early adopters.
The final, complete set of features is only designed and developed after considering
feedback from the product's initial users.
A minimum viable product (MVP) is the the most pared down version of a product
that can still be released. An MVP has three key characteristics: 2
 It has enough value that people are willing to use it or buy it initially.
 It demonstrates enough future benefit to retain early adopters.
 It provides a feedback loop to guide future development.
More specifically with regard to Bloomen WebTV our goal is to first research, then
apply as many features as possible to potentially start a successful exploitation of
results. In order to create options to further work on the outcomes of this pilot, a
concept must be developed to either finance future development work through
funding or generated revenues, by for example expanding the solution for B2B
copyright trading or even financing new content via innovative methods offered by
blockchain technology such as ICOs, whereby the platform provider can charge a
small fee for the smart contract development (Smart Contracts as a service).
The scope of the MVP product is further detailed in the following sections.

3.2 Working Backwards to define MVP
To mitigate both risks Bloomen will use a framing technique developed and used by
Amazon, described as “working backwards”. The process applied works backward
1
2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minimum_viable_product
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/27809/minimum-viable-product-mvp
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from the customer experience arguing that “great products and services come from
deeply understanding the customer.” 3
Two key elements for such a development view are a “press release” and a short
FAQ. With the press release, the goal is to describe a product or service “as if” they
where launched tomorrow. The effect of this exercise is that both project
management/planning as well as developers will look at what will be developed from
a user perspective: Is it logical? Does it fulfil a specific need? Would it be attractive
to use the service or pay money for it in anyway, even though an early service will
lack some features, potentially.
Amazon’s “Working Backwards” approach.4

Figure 3: Working Backwards approach

Here a brief description of how the “working backwards” approach can be utilized:
“Amazon's approach to new product development is about working backwards from
the customer. The product manager starts by writing a press release announcing the
finished product. The press release is targeted at the end customer and contains
information about the customer's problem, how current solutions are failing, and why
the new product will address this problem. The press release itself is a gut-check for
whether or not the product is worth building. If the team is not excited about reading it
then document needs to be revised or perhaps the idea should be revisited altogether.
As the team begins development the press release serves as a guide for the team to
reflect on and compare with what is being built.”5
"Done correctly, working backwards is a huge amount of work. But it saves you even
more work later. The Working Backwards Process is not designed to be easy, it is
designed to save a huge amount of work on the backend, and to make sure we are
building the right thing." - Jeff Bezos 6

3
4
5
6

https://www.slideshare.net/AmazonWebServices/working-backwards-from-the-customer
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/working-backwards-amazons-culture-innovation-my-notes-satish-madhira/
https://www.product-frameworks.com/Amazon-Product-Management.html
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/working-backwards-amazons-culture-innovation-my-notes-satish-madhira/
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The process has more details than to just write a press release and the FAQ. Another
important element is the customer experience. As described by Werner Vogel, CTO
of Amazon.com:7
Define the customer experience: Describe in precise detail the customer experience
for the different things a customer might do with the product. For products with a user
interface, we would build mock ups of each screen that the customer uses. For web
services, we write use cases, including code snippets, which describe ways you can
imagine people using the product. The goal here is to tell stories of how a customer is
solving their problems using the product.
To get there five questions can help to describe the goals:8
 Who is the customer?
 What is the customer problem or opportunity?
 What is the most important customer benefit?
 How do you know what customers want?
 What does the customer experience look like?
These questions will be repeated in the evaluation section to give our approach a
good structure: “Once we have gone through the process of creating the press
release, faq, mockups, and user manuals, it is amazing how much clearer it is what
you are planning to build.”
For Bloomen WebTV we think that this backward is ideal to define what really needs
to be built, aided by feedback from potential users during the evaluation. Of course
step-by-step iterations are not stopping there. Instead the most promising
extensions and additional features which could further enhance the Bloomen WebTV
service will be revised and implemented as an ongoing process.

3.3 Press Release
This press release acts as a one-page informational document regarding both the
progress of the Bloomen WebTV Use Case, as well as providing key-takeaways as a
means to promote the activities of the Bloomen project in general.
“Providing new economic and secure solutions for video streaming
Bloomen WebTV releases an open protocol for accessing audiovisual content.
Summary
Bloomen WebTV is an innovative solution for video producers. Studios, TV networks
and independent producers can easily integrate Bloomen WebTV to their already
established applications. By proving ownership of copyrighted content, producers can
7
8

https://www.allthingsdistributed.com/2006/11/working_backwards.html
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/working-backwards-amazons-culture-innovation-my-notes-satish-madhira/
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get access to the Bloomen web platform as well as create their own DAPP for the
Bloomen Mobile Wallet and start monetizing their content in a transparent, auditable
and low-cost environment.
Problem
Monetization of videos is a big issue for content providers, as nowadays they only
have the option of creating their own platforms from scratch or join networks that
either impose large fees or make the decisions on what the monetization model would
be for them, such as how YouTube monetizes videos with ads.
Furthermore, centralization has proved to have harmful effects for all actors of the
industry, such as when monopolistic practices are unavoidably imposed or when huge
players often become the target of hackers.
Solution
The Bloomen WebTV Use Case is providing easy access to the Bloomen management
platform for video producers to list their content and monetize it through smart
contracts living on the Alastria blockchain network. These smart contracts are not
only transparent and auditable since they live on a public blockchain, but also
compliant with laws and regulations of the European Union since they involve a
process of attributing payments to the tax authorities.
Additionally, Bloomen WebTV incorporates a personal mobile wallet for users, who
can redeem Bloomen Tokens by purchasing top-up cards from the nearest store and
use them for either accessing content or transfer it to their friends and family as a gift
or allowance to enable them to access the video library provided by the consortium.
QR codes are implemented to provide a good user experience not only for scanning
the prepaid cards but also a PC Monitor or their living room TV so they can access
copyrighted content.
“A peer-to-peer economy will reduce friction and eliminate intermediaries, so video
producers and consumers will have direct digital communications, potentially
disrupting the current centralized state-of-art. “
-Michalis Odysseos, Digital development manager, ANTENNA LTD (Cyprus).
“It looks like we might finally have the option of accessing any public sports event,
without any geographical restrictions or monthly commitments, via a single app,'' said
-George Machattos, an avid football fan, who currently pays hundreds of Euros per
month to be able to watch matches from different football leagues.
Bloomen WebTV is available now for a limited amount of test users. The 2nd
iteration of the platform will launch late 2019 and will be available for 250 users.”

3.4 Bloomen WebTV FAQ
To address questions about the pilot as a whole, but also concerns about the usage
of the technology and especially matters related to the introduction of a virtual token
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for accessing content in the Bloomen WebTV environment, ANTENNA has prepared
an FAQ as follows:
Q: How does it work?
To access copyrighted content, a user must, at least in the first iteration of the pilot,
have possession of 2 devices:



A smartphone where they can install the Bloomen Wallet app, available for iOS
and Android.
A TV, Desktop, Laptop or Smartphone with internet so it can have access to
the web platform of Bloomen where a user can purchase or authorize for
playback of their already purchased content.

Deep-linking for watching content on the same device will be explored as a feature in
the future.
Q: What are the main features?
Bloomen WebTV allows anybody to become an approved copyright owner and
provide audiovisual content for monetization through the Bloomen Coin, which can
be purchased with prepaid cards and redeemed with the “burn” functionality of the
mobile software. The solution also allows publishers to integrate their systems with
the Bloomen platform, so they do not have to setup and upload all content from
scratch. The platform also allows publishers/users to offer content for free and
enables end-users to offer “tips” to creators in a fast and seamless manner.
Q: How can I upload content?
For the time being, only dummy content is available through the pilot. In the future,
content creators must fill out KYC documents which will make them liable for the
content they submit.
Q: On which exchange can I trade the Bloomen Coin?
The Bloomen Coin is a utility token that lives on a permissioned network and is a
stablecoin, so the consortium can avoid trading which would classify the token as a
security. Bloomen Coins can only be available by purchasing prepaid cards.
Q: What makes this better than say… Netflix?
Bloomen WebTV is based on a micro-transactions model whereby users pay a small
fee for purchasing copyright access to videos for a certain amount of time. This
means that “prices” of each individual videos are set by the laws of the free market,
instead of having an intermediary agent negotiating “packages” of content for you,
for monthly or yearly fees. It is guaranteed that content creators receive the
maximum possible amount from the price users pay, after deducting other fees such
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as VAT or costs for the platform. These other fees are transparent and auditable via
the Alastria Explorer. Another benefit is that due to the peer-to-peer nature of the
solution, it is possible that in the near future, geographical restrictions will be
eliminated.
Q: How are creators protected from copyright infringement?
To upload content, a user must first submit KYC documents that will hold them liable
for this content. Standard laws and DMCA procedures will be followed and legal
action will be taken against users that have infringed someone else’s copyright.
Q: How do you ensure that my personal data is protected?
We do not collect your personal data! We believe that there is no reason for video
content consumers to provide any personal data to the platform. The only thing
needed is a public key, which is provided automatically by your mobile wallet. Your
wallet’s public key cannot be traced back to you.
Q: Can my personal wallet be hacked?
It is impossible for someone to hack your account, since your mobile wallet’s private
key are only stored locally on your device. You will never have to share your private
key with an external source, such as with a WebTV provider so if anyone asks for it,
please be advised to not provide it to them as you will risk losing your funds.
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4

Evaluation Methodology

In this section we will describe how the evaluation will be structured, prepared and
how the interaction with testers will happen. This is possible as we defined many
details in prior WPs, such as user types, key activities as well as CSFs (Critical
Success Factors) and KPIs for each specific use case. Most of this prior planning is
published in D2.1 Use Case Descriptions and KPIs (February 2018). For this
deliverable we went through those descriptions, as they were also refined in D2.2
and re-applied them to the evaluation. For the sake of easy communication we
extracted key parts, specifically those relevant for this document.
Earlier in the process the phases for the pilot set-up were defined as follows,
including the key steps described in the technical one-page set-up.

4.1 Pilot Set-up
Phase 1: Initial evaluation of requirements and setting up of key modules. Based on
the technical requirements and in collaboration with other technical partners,
Worldline is to develop these modules. -DONE
Phase 2: Demonstrate an environment where users access video content on the
web, through the usage of a mobile wallet. -DONE
Phase 3: Functionality review with input from users.-DONE
Phase 4: Application of findings to the pilot, for refinement. Optimize to better UX,
full functionality of API for integration with CMS of ANTENNA. Includes functional
interfaces and data analytics modules. -ONGOING
Phase 5: Second evaluation with a much larger amount of users, in order to refine
further. Identification of minimal set for roll-out of demonstrator to larger number of
consumers. -January 2020
Phase 6: Final Bloomen demonstrator. Enables to consume much content, through
the interface of an established WebTV provider i.e ANTENNA. Refined analytics and
possibility of added functionality of gratitude by users to users in a peer-to-peer
environment. -Q1 2020
Phase 7:Final evaluation with a larger number of consumers, feedback and final
conclusions. -Q2 2020

4.2 Who is the Customer? Q&A
With the focus of the Bloomen WebTV pilot being to at least, initially, test the tools
available for access to the platform, we consider video consumers and industry
professionals to be our two key user groups. Feedback received from these groups
will be crucial for the progress of the WebTV use case.
Here we repeat the five customer questions already mentioned in the “working
backwards” description, this time with initial answers:
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The 5 customer questions


Who is the customer/stakeholder?

Key customers for Bloomen WebTV are video producers and consumers across the
world. On the one hand, video producers need more access to audiences and on the
other hand, consumers want to see the film, show, sports event, when they want to
see it, without geographical restrictions or monthly commitments. Bloomen WebTV
is a decentralized solution which enables both.


What is the customer problem or opportunity?

There are many problems faced by content producers and consumers alike. To
name just a few, video producers can face obstacles if they are small “players” in the
market, can find it expensive to maintain VOD system (also because of security
reasons), pay high fees for agents and intermediaries and have little access to
consumers in the cases that they operate independently. At the same time, users
have to pay expensive monthly subscriptions just to watch a few shows they might
like, face the obstacles of geo-blocking due to agents negotiation between trading
blocs, and have to learn how to use the many different live and video on demand
services that are available right now.


What is the most important customer benefit?

The most important benefit that comes up with Bloomen WebTV is its peer-to-peer
functionality. Peer-to-peer communications enable free market conditions, since
costs and prices are not centrally calculated, they enable frictionless transactions
and eliminate intermediary fees, as well as enhance trust between the network
participants. Since many operations of Bloomen WebTV are done on a peer-to-peer
basis, this also adds the benefit of users keeping full ownership of their copyrights
and funds.


How do you know what customers want?

As a media organization, ANTENNA has decades of experience in broadcasting and
analyzing data from viewership. This has created a customer-centric culture in the
organization where operations are largely focused on what customers want to see
and how they want to see it, based on past analytics on all channels (TV, Radio, Web
properties). The bigger the network and the more and better content and tools
available, the happier the users will be.


What does the customer experience look like?

The Bloomen WebTV demonstrator is based on two tools, the mobile wallet available
for iOS and the web interface which has content available for purchasing and
consuming. The mobile wallet is a personal wallet for all users, whether they be
video consumers or producers. It is a tool for redeeming Bloomen Coins, holding and
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using them, as well as burning them in case they want to exchange them with Euros
from the consortium. The web interface is basically a listing of the copyrighted
content available for purchase and it is open for any video publisher to integrate it
with their system, or can act as a central location for all the content that can be
monetized through the Bloomen tools and the Alastria Network.

4.3 Profile and amount of Test Users
For the purposes of the 1st iteration of the Bloomen WebTV pilot, we firstly defined
three categories of potential participants and then went on to specify the function of
each tester via a “user function list”.
These internal and external types of actors are expected to provide us with
information that will be crucial in progressing with the Bloomen WebTV use case.
Category A: Internal Users (ANTENNA)
User Function List:
Art Director
IT Manager
Technical Manager
Programme continuity
TV Director
General Manager
Category B: External Users (Community)
User Function List:
Local TV enthusiast
Content producer and Netflix enthusiast
Digital media professional
Televised sports events enthusiast
Category C: External Users (Government)
User Function List:
Tax Commissioner, Ministry of Finance
Information Technology Services Department, Ministry of Finance Cyprus
It is further expected that the diversity demonstrated in the preparation of the users
selection for the 1st iteration of the WebTV Pilot, would provide great insights not
only based on the technology and the way the content is to be accessed but also the
incorporation of government representatives as users for the pilot will also bring
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feedback regarding the tokenization components of the platform as well as shed
some light into what is the current perspective of the authorities on the subject of
regulating the use of virtual currencies and how the handling of VAT is to take place.

4.4 Key user activities
The progress of the WebTV use case has caused some changes to the key activities
as they were described in D2.1. This was due to a recommendation in the technical
review in 2018, which said that the use case was too broad. This recommendation
was incorporated to every single deliverable that came after D2.1 and is reflected
through the consortium’s response that is also mentioned in this document, on
section 2.3.
The first iteration of the pilot is largely based on the Activity 1: The Core B2C
Relationship, as described in D2.2 (section 3.3.5) but optimized according to the
recommendations and it runs as follows.
4.4.1 Business side
First step is when a video publisher incorporates the Bloomen Wallet into their
systems for interacting with the Bloomen platform and the Alastria blockchain.


For the purposes of the first iteration of the pilot, the “integrated” back-end
and front-end is provided by Worldline, so as to focus on the experience of
users testing the front-end of the demonstrator as well as the mobile wallet. It
is planned to establish this integration as a key activity in the second iteration
of the pilot, with at least 1 video provider.

The Business User Stories are described by ANTENNA and Worldline as follows:
1) Handshake Process-BUS#1
This is the process that allows establishing a relationship between the
web browser that you want to use to view videos and the user's wallet.
a) A cookie or token is generated in the browser storage. This cookie is
the identity of the device.
b) The device identity data is displayed as QR to be captured.
c) From the wallet a handshake is generated between the device
(browser) and the user account stored in the mobile.
d) The information related to the handshake is stored in the blockchain.
2) Check Assets Ownership-BUS#2
The process of buying and reproducing content depends on whether the
browser has performed a handshake process or not.
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a) The browser makes a request to the server passing the data of the
query and the identity of the device.
b) The Server performs the query in its legacy database.
c) Once the list of assets is obtained, it is validated if the device has
access to these to carry out a filtering.
d) The server presents the assets to the client indicating those that are
already his property.
3) Buy From Search-BUS#3
a) We start from BUS#2 and we want to buy the protected video
b) The browser generates a popup with the asset information to make the
purchase.
c) The purchase transaction is made using the Bloomen Wallet
d) The transaction is registered in the blockchain and, optionally, BUS#1
can be re-executed to show the new status.
4) Watch Purchased Video-BUS#4
a) The user finds the video he wants to see.
b) A request to watch the video is made.
c) It is validated if the asset belongs to the user using the identity of the
device. What comes through the cookie
d) If the user has access to the server, the content serves.
5) Buy From Play-BUS#5
a) The user finds the video that he wants to see and that he does not own
(we come from BUS#4)
b) The browser generates a popup with the buy & play information of the
asset to make the purchase and the device identifier in order to use the
asset in it.
c) The purchase transaction is made using the Bloomen Wallet
d) The user can close the purchase popup and view the video following
the flow BUS#4
The fully working demonstrator which incorporates all of the mentioned user stories
on the publishers’ side is located here: https://alastria1.wlilab.eu/bloodemo/#/home
4.4.2 Customer side
This set of activities is based on the experience of the video consumers, as initially
described in D2.2 as an activity that fits within the B2C model.
The purpose of this activity is to demonstrate all functionality of the tools created for
the use case by Worldline, for both video producers (professionals) and consumers
alike. This “packaging” of the activity, in terms of functionality and target users, is
designed to provoke comments for the overall functionality of the solution, as we
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believe that for the users it is crucial to test the overall experience, instead of
individual components created for the use case.
The user stories for the customer (content consumer) are divided into two main
tools to be used and described by ANTENNA as follows:
Mobile Wallet
1) User downloads a mobile wallet and creates an account with the ANTENNA
Dapp-CUS#1
a) User navigates to https://ci1.tempos21.com/pub/Bloomen/wallet2/
and downloads the app after choosing their mobile OS
b) User launches the app and after previewing the Tutorial, chooses the
ANTENNA Dapp and creates an account.
2) User adds some credit to their wallet-CUS#2
a) User is given a free prepaid card.
b) User uses the ANTENNA dapp scanner to redeem the Bloomen coins.
3) User familiarization with Peer-to-peer payments-CUS#3
a) User navigates to the profile section of the mobile app.
b) User taps “Send Cash” to transfer Bloomen coins to the pilot instructor.
c) User taps the scan button on the “To” field, scans the QR code of the
instructor’s profile and chooses an amount of Bloomen coins to
transfer.
Web Video Demonstrator
1) User accesses videos on the web demonstrator-CUS#4
a) User navigates to https://alastria1.wlilab.eu/bloo-demo/#/videos
b) User clicks on a video and purchases content via the Bloomen Wallet
on their smartphone.
c) User scans one more time to “allow” the device to preview content that
they have purchased.
2) User previews the “Balance Dashboard”-CUS#5
a) User is introduced to the “Balance Dashboard”, a tool that shows the
distribution of the Bloomen coins after a payment has been made.
b) It is explained how the content creators are receiving the maximum
amount from their payment, after a small “service” fee and the
appropriate VAT are deducted.

4.5 Users recruitment
As mentioned earlier in this document, for the purposes of the Bloomen WebTV pilot,
it is planned to involve not only content consumers but also media industry
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professionals, their background of which range from technical, business and creative
departments.
Recruitment of the media professionals, at least for the 1st iteration of the pilot, was
not a difficult process since it was important to incorporate staff of ANTENNA as a
key target group, given their experience in the video industry, so it made sense for
this to be done internally. The plan was to set up one-to-one meetings between the
Bloomen researchers of ANTENNA and key personnel who where to test and provide
feedback on the tools.
Recruitment of external users was also not a difficult task as the aim was to invite
TV, VOD (Video on Demand) & OTT (Over the top TV) enthusiasts for similar one-toone meetings at the premises of ANTENNA. To recruit these users, we posted a
“status update” on our Facebook page saying:
“We are on the lookout for people that would be interested to test an innovative
solution regarding online entertainment! Message us on Inbox for more.”

Figure 4: Social media post about recruiting users.

At the time, after getting messages from 10 different participants, we removed the
post so as to avoid flooding. From these 10 participants, we randomly picked as
many as we thought it was enough for running the pilot.
The most challenging task in terms of recruitment, was the desire of the WebTV use
case leader (ANTENNA) to reach out to the government and involve the Tax and IT
departments of the Ministry of Finance of Cyprus, a ministry which was known to
have had the initiative for exploring blockchain technologies in Cyprus, on a statelevel R&D. This was arranged via some contacts that were made at a prior event of
the Republic of Cyprus regarding blockchain technology. We communicated with
those contacts and they were happy to set up a meeting at the Ministry of Finance
Cyprus.

4.6 Evaluation Procedure
In terms of both user groups, the aim of this first iteration of the pilot is to
understand whether the tools provided by the Bloomen consortium are being
perceived as demand-pull innovation or whether the technology makes them, at least
initially, feel indifferent as to whether it could solve issues of the current state-of-art
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or not. A significant component of this consideration is the fact that blockchain
technology, which supports the Bloomen WebTV use case in many aspects, is
something that is very difficult to understand for non-technical people, hence the
advantages brought by it might not be apparent in the beginning.
To achieve solid validation parameters, it was decided that ANTENNA would setup a
basic questionnaire with generic questions about blockchain technology and video
streaming online, in addition to a customized short interview for each pilot user,
given the diverse background of these pilot users.
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5

Pilot Preparation

After defining the Bloomen WebTV use case (D2.1) and the requirement analysis
was done with close collaboration with all partners of Bloomen (D2.2), as well as
updating and specifying further the key activities that would run through the pilot in
this document (section 4.4), technical partners and especially Worldline, have
developed a fully functional environment for the first iteration of the pilot. Namely,
the Bloomen mobile wallet for iOS/Android and a web interface for streaming videos.

5.1 Scope of Pilot Tests
As reflected through the key activities mentioned in section 3.4, it is made sure that
the tests will fulfill the scope of the pilot in certain key areas:
 Testing the blockchain functionalities of the Bloomen platform
 Testing the software of the Bloomen mobile wallet app
 Testing the web interface and the integration with the Alastria network
 Validating the approach with stakeholders from a technical and business
perspective
 Collect feedback for new features and functionalities to be added in the next
software release and the next iteration of the WebTV pilot

5.2 Pilot Tests - Steps
Based on the current tools available for running Bloomen WebTV, the evaluation
aims to get a better understanding on how to enhance the user experience, but also
prepare us for the second iteration of the pilot which will include integration of the
mobile wallet with a WebTV provider.
5.2.1 Mobile Wallet functionality
It will be investigated whether the mobile wallet incorporates the full functionality
spectrum that it is expected from the end-users. On the one hand, content
consumers will expect to have a seamless experience, in terms of adding credits to
their balance and use functions that will enable them to purchase and access
content on their favourite screens.
Key test goals:





Does the tutorial make sense for the average user?
Ease of use
Is it a frictionless experience vs current state of art?
Compatibility
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Figure 5: The mobile wallet

5.2.2 WebTV Demonstrator
The specifications as well as the setting up of the web demonstrator will be crucial
for not only evaluating the user experience of the content consumer, but also for
preparing for the 2nd iteration of the WebTV pilot, which will include integrating the
mobile wallet with a live WebTV environment (i.e ANTENNA WebTV). It is important
to know what features are liked by the users, so as to make sure to incorporate them
in the integration process as well as have feedback that will help us develop and
include new features for the second phase.
Key test goals:




Is the look and feel appropriate for the use case?
Is the number of clicks reduced to the minimum amount so as to eliminate
friction?
Make sure that functionality is self-explanatory so users do not get confused.
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Figure 6: Web demonstrator

5.2.3 Integrated experience
It is really important that enough work will be done in order to provide a seamless
integrated experience for the user. Since two different tools will be used, which in the
next iterations of the WebTV pilot will be set up by different technical parties, it is of
utmost significance to make sure that the communication between them is fast and
efficient. Because it will involve payments for accessing content, even if no real
money will be involved for the duration of the Bloomen project, a non properly
integrated solution would pose the risk of double-spending funds or cause delays in
playback.
Key test goals:




Is the demonstrator responding properly to the Mobile Wallet interactions?
Is the number of interactions between the wallet and the demonstrator
minimized?
Does the look and feel between the demonstrator and the mobile wallet
match so as to enhance the user experience?
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6

Results

As the WebTV use case progresses towards the second iteration of the pilot, results
of the first iteration are taken into consideration, even the comments that are not
related to the technology as such.
There are two categories of evaluation results for the first iteration of the pilot. First,
a generic questionnaire was filled by 10 of the 15 participants and then a customized
interview with each participant lays out their thoughts based on their background
and expertise. The reason why 5 of the participants did not fill out the questionnaire
is because of shortness of time, due to the fact that it was during a meeting at the
Ministry of Finance with the Tax Commissioner, the Deputy Tax Commissioner and
three personnel from the Ministry of Finance.

6.1 Questionnaire and results
As explained above, these are responses to generic questions, so as to both confirm
the background of the test users but also have a general idea about certain
parameters that were taken into consideration for building the use case. We have
used the same questionnaire for both internal and external users, as it is targeting
towards video consumers, which everyone happens to be.
To get a grasp on the status of the perception of both users and video professionals
having an understanding of what blockchain technology is, we ask and we find out
that there is a high percentage of our test users (60%) claiming to have knowledge.

Secondly, since the WebTV use case is using a virtual token for purchasing and
accessing videos, we ask about the users’ familiarity with the term “cryptocurrency”.
Here we find out that more people know about the term, rather than the underlying
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technology and it is quite expected, since over the past years we experienced some
hype cycles around cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin.

Following, we ask our test users whether they believe copyright owners are typically
compensated adequately for their produced content. None of them responded yes,
which is a signal that there indeed exists a problem with fair royalty distributions. Of
course 60% of them said they do not know, which drives us to assume that it might
be the external users that are not aware of the situation.

Next, we ask these 10 test users to state whether they are happy with the current
state-of-art in the video streaming industry at the moment. A whopping 60% said no
and only 20% said that they are happy with the solutions that are available.
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To be more specific about the content available, we ask about live streamed sports
events, which are known to have huge agent fees, causing them to have, in many
occasions, geographic restrictions or total unavailability of playback. From the 10
test users, 4 of them responded with “no” and 1 person admitted that they conduct
copyright infringement to watch these live sports events. It is possible that even
more do this practice, also among the people who responded “yes”, but they might
have been “afraid” to admit that, even if we made clear that the responses are
anonymous.

For the next question, we ask if users are willing to adopt a pay-per-view model, as
opposed to other models such as monthly subscriptions, given that the price could
be under €1. The reason we mention this specific price is because with the current
state-of-art, it is often impossible to have this as intermediaries (banks, credit card
providers, platform provides) impose huge fees for their services. The concept here
is that with Bloomen WebTV, content producers can charge as low as a few cents, as
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there only costs that can be incurred after users have deposited balance into their
personal wallets, are extremely low. The most popular response here is “yes”.

Question no. 7 asks users if they believe whether content creators should have the
power to decide the pricing of their produced work themselves, instead of a
centralized business negotiating with them. Out of 10 participants, 70% think that the
platform should decide on this, which for video consumers might be more beneficial,
but it usually strips artists from their power to decide for themselves.

The next question is regarding ownership of funds. With blockchain technology and
specifically the WebTV use case, users have proven ownership of their funds, hence
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the incorporation of the Bloomen wallet. This is something that is perceived as an
ideal scenario, at least for our test users.

Next, we address the privacy feature of Bloomen WebTV, by asking users whether
providing their personal information should be a prerequisite for accessing content
online. 9 out of 10 participants said that they would prefer to not disclose any
personal data.

Finally, we ask users about a future functionality we have in mind for the Bloomen
WebTV use case, one that will allow consumers to “tip” producers, in the case that
they would provide their content for free and without any ads. Here, 70% of the users
respond with “maybe”, which most probably means that it might really depend on the
type and quality of content that is provided to them.
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6.2 Short interviews about Bloomen WebTV tools
In this section we provide more specialized responses to custom questions that
were provided during test sessions with both internal and external users. Because of
the different nature of these groups, we split them into three sections, based on the
categories we set in section 4.3 above.
6.2.1 Category A: Internal Users (ANTENNA)
The key points raised are outlined below, according to the function of the internal
test user of the Bloomen WebTV pilot:
Art Director
This user commented that although the mobile wallet and the web demonstrator
work well, given his experience in the TV industry, it can be next to impossible to cut
intermediaries such as copyright agencies, negotiating the reimbursement terms for
them. The artists many times receive their payments without digging into the
specifics.
IT Manager
The IT manager of ANTENNA commented that in his opinion, the number of
interactions between the mobile wallet and the authorized device for previewing
content must be reduced so as to make the process more efficient. He also
mentioned that he is willing to pay for ad-free content, especially in terms of the
content that his child watches.
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Technical Manager
ANTENNA’s technical director explained that the platform is very nice and innovative,
however the industry producers might be hesitant in changing the way they work for
the past decades. It will be a tough challenge for producers to sell internet
copyrights independently.
Programme continuity
This user mentioned that as a fan of TV programmes, his main problem is having
access to a large library of TV content, mostly because of geographical restrictions
or cable television not affording to bring these programmes to Cyprus.
TV Director
This user mentioned that accessing Bloomen WebTV might not be his priority, in
terms of Video on Demand content. Instead, he sees huge potential if this adopts
single live-events such as big sports events.
General Manager
As an industry expert, the general manager of ANTENNA mentioned that the
Bloomen WebTV solution is highly innovative and it currently stands at where every
video provider should be, in terms of R&D for future television. TV over the internet
(via Smart TVs, he says, is “the next big thing but keep in mind that ultimately,
content is king” and that “if a business launches this solution, they must be prepared
to have excellent content to show”.
6.2.2 Category B: External users (Community)
The key points raised are outlined below, according to the function of the external
(community) test user of the Bloomen WebTV pilot:
Local TV enthusiast
This user mentioned that because she is “technologically illiterate”, she finds the
process of accessing TV content via a mobile wallet somewhat “complicated”.
However, she explains that “it should be a matter of getting used to it”.
Content producer and Netflix enthusiast
This user stressed out that although he likes the interfaces of the tools, he feels like
there “might be one-too many steps” in accessing content. Though “in reality”, he
continues, “if the content was good, I would not care so much about the steps
because it would provide me with access to the much content I do not already have,
or is currently very expensive to access with monthly subscriptions”.
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Digital media professional
As a digital media professional, this user was happy to test Bloomen WebTV,
especially because “it is one of the only solutions that do not require the user to
share their private data”. On the other hand, she continues on to say that the
advantages of blockchain technology, at least initially, are not very apparent and one
might not see the whole point of adopting this solution. She explains that if those
advantages ultimately enhance the streaming experience i.e enrich content, make it
cheaper and becomes seamless, it would bring users to the platform.
Televised sports events enthusiast
This user, as an avid football fan, mentions that “It looks like we might finally have
the option of accessing any public sports event, without any geographical
restrictions or monthly commitments, via a single app”. He explained that this was
not possible before, even if there were some efforts of elimination of intermediaries
by the football teams themselves when some of them actually started providing live
streams online on their own, without negotiating deals with Cable TV or other
agencies.
6.2.3 Category C: External users (Government)
On the 1st of March, 2019, delegation from the WebTV Use Case leader organization,
ANTENNA, visited the Ministry of Finance in Cyprus, to present the 1st iteration of
the Bloomen WebTV pilot, mainly to not only give emphasis to the feature of using a
virtual currency to access content online, but also the procedure of a smart contract
handling VAT also.
There was an overall positive sentiment among the government officials,
emphasizing on certain key benefits of the solution such as:





A concept of watching TV through Internet.
Talked about token pay and how the predefined tax (VAT) will be paid directly
to the wallet of the Tax authority.
The importance of fair distribution of copyrighted content and how Bloomen
aims to eradicate the misuse of copyrights.
The benefits of the customer, i.e. no personal info, no credit bank account to
use.

Additionally, the interview was reversed in the sense that these officials wanted to
know more about the solution:



How will the government benefit from this project?
What is the value of the token, and if there any value, how will benefit the tax
department?
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Is a platform going to be created that every organization, including private or
public, will enroll to?
What about actual transactions that need to be accredited by the Central
Bank?

These were very good evaluation questions from these external users, in terms of
considering how to proceed with the use case.
These concerns were addressed by the ANTENNA delegation and it was stated and
agreed that finally we have:



An auditable system that can provide easy reconciliation between the
transactions and the actual payments in Euros to the Tax authorities.
The system can provide a future pathway into a system whereby token
mechanisms might be overseen by the Central Bank and tokens of company
“X” can be swapped with other forms of money such as a digital national
currency so it can be re-usable by the government when this money has been
received as a tax payment.

Figure 7: Testing Bloomen WebTV at the Ministry of Finance, Cyprus
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7

Conclusion and Next Steps

The validation and business acceptance of the Bloomen WebTV use case by industry
professionals and video content consumers has proven that the efforts of the use
case leader, the technical partners of Bloomen and the consortium as a whole have
been successful for the continuation and the further development of the solution.
The first major step following the first iteration of the Bloomen WebTV pilot is to
assess the critical evaluation points of the test users, as well as the considerations
of the Bloomen consortium itself, on the developments that have taken place thus
far.
Following these assessments, the Bloomen consortium will decide on the next steps
of the WebTV use case, in terms of how the business approach will transform and
what the technological improvements will be. Some of the noted fields for
improvement have already been picked up by the technical partners, such as some
of the inefficiencies that are currently present on the integrated solution that
incorporates both the web platform and the mobile wallet, or some concepts that
were introduced as a future consideration, such as the process of users offering
“tips” to content creators.
From the very beginning of the Bloomen project, the research efforts towards the
WebTV use case have taken place at a level where all the components were seen
and addressed as tools that should be realistically compared to what the market
currently offers and what is the current technological state-of-the-art. And this is
exactly where the future path of the Bloomen WebTV pilot lies; it is expected that the
solution will be introduced at the mass video streaming market in Cyprus, with a
WebTV provider incorporating the Bloomen solution for testing the functionality and
its acceptance within the community, through a live environment providing actual TV
productions.
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